Dave’s Blarg!
2012-Feb-06-14

Woot! Hey everybody!! Well we’re off to the ‘exciting’ part of the cruise!!
This is the part where we spend almost three weeks just chugging along :)
On the upside, Erik Is here!!! He
traded out for Daryl when we were
in Panama :)
We’re running cables and sorting
Misc. stuff in storage areas (more
on that later :)

Erik The Red is so safe he wears his HardHat inside :)

Other than that, the
big excitement includes finding exciting things to eat :)
Mmmmm, potato wedge with chocolate frosting Mmmmmmmmmmmm

We’ve been installing
some new equipment
on the ship too. We
had ordered this gear
for the Wecoma, but
it came in just in time
for us to ship it out to
our awesome new
ship :)

I *thought* I saw
something fishy
through the vent on
our new (and expensive) GPS True Time
Server….

And it turns out I did…..

Either our top of the line precision time
server was designed by a fan, *or* it
actually *is* an Autobot :D Woot!

Also, I’ve also been trying to be
more organized. Erik keeps really good journals so I’ve decided to start keeping all of my important notes in a journal too.

Seee :) Here are my important notes on how
some cables we have are
hooked up:

And here’s me putting them into my
notebook!! Hooray
for organization!!

And if you think that that’s
funny, you should see the files
that are ‘in’ my computer :)

Also note handy ruler sticking out between pages :)

For reals though,
this notebook thing
is the best, It stores
maps, contracts,
there’s even a
sneaky spot for my
passport!
In other news,
NASA seemed to
stress flying a lot in
their application
process, so:

Download!

Learn! (Learning always seems to start at chapter one…) I’ve
heard people pick on engineers for saying that they can do anything,
and I’ll completely grant you that Fordlandia was a bust (by any
measure of production) but I think that there’s something to be said
for the general thought that you can (indeed and over time) find out
what you need to know to do something, lear what you need to
know, and hopefully, eventually be able to do it. That’s how all
humans work and learn. Engineers are just extra noticeable when
they do it wrong, like when they’ve *read* all about climbing on the
internets and they don’t realize how much they’re afraid of heights
until they’re halfway up the wall :)

According
to the internets I can be
a pilot with
50 hours of
flying or
so…...

Actually I’m junk at reading
Technical material whist sitting down, sooooooo:
Print!

Print print print….

Bind!!!

Punch punch punch..

I seriously heard the Klingon theme
music in my head when I saw this..

(Sidebar, apparently our 3 hole
punch lost a war
with the federation, and it now
has to hang out
near the neutral
zone…)

And Jog!!!
(Well, walk anyhow :p )

The awesome part about this ship is that even though
the winch is in a different place, there’s still room for
the treadmill, and there’s still a great pullup spot.

Actually holding the book wasn’t so much
working, but the ‘hold the treadmill in
place’ bungee was still down there, so I
worked it out :)

I’m seriously going to post this
to the ‘there I fixed it’ blog :)

No joke, this improves my retention about ten
fold.

An alternative strategy is holding in
the up position and doing a pushup
every line or every paragraph

And ten pushups
a page will make it
so my muscles are
all in shape for
barrel rolling and
what not, even if
we don’t get to
that until lesson
two :)

So this ship has a
*lot* less room for
storing stuff. I’m
not saying that we
don’t head out a little overprepared on
the Wecoma—oh
wait, there’s no
An entire bin of ‘misc’ :) Dessicant, canned
air, flashlight, battery charger, drillbits, extractor set, voltmeter, instructions, what?
Instructions! That’s just crazy… (note other
bin of ‘misc’ under desk…)

Not having a lot of large drawers makes it so
that sometimes odd things end up together..

such thing as overprepared when
the nearest home depot is 3,000
miles away and Radio Shack
wouldn’t have what you needed
even if you were standing
there :)

Erik ‘sorts’ some ‘misc tools’
into our backup toolbox :)

We *do* travel a little tool &
spares heavy, but it’s worth it.
We’re having pretty good luck
finding places to put everything
too :)

I really don’t know how this ended up in
the shipping container….

One funny thing
about being on a
ship is just how
far some things
travel. This broken power brick
made it into our
box of spare
electronics, so it
has managed to
go across and
around the country before getting
‘filed’.

And this JB weld was bought
at a store in Newport,OR.
We definitely need it, but it’s
just now making it out of the
package. That means that
this package has been
shipped across the country
and traveled several thousand
(over four as of today I
think) miles before getting
thrown away. The really ironThis is some well traveled JB weld, but you never
ic part is that because it is
know when you might have to patch an engine block..
plastic (and we can’t dispose
of plastic at sea) it won’t finally reach a dumpster until we get *back* to Newport.

Speaking of things that have
made a long journey, they have
this 50# stack of charts for
the east coast that aren’t going
to be needed again. Seeing as
charts expire every few
months anyhow (and seeing as
they’re not plastic) they were
going to get ‘filed’ over the
rail. I temporarily saved them
and put them in the main lab
with a ‘free’ sign on them. I
was going to swipe a bunch to
give to folks, but I was unsure
who would actually appreciate
them vs. who I could make
feel socially obligated to act
Cape cod looks funny on a map….

like they loved them :D So if you
want a few charts to look cool and
nautical on your wall, let me know. I
already swiped cape Canaveral, but
there’s still a bunch of Hudson river
and Florida and even some Jamaica :)
I also snapped this shot of one of our
engineers ‘checking the gas’. For reals, that’s a tape measure with a weight
on the end. There’s a table somewhere where 8’6” translates to 2,873
gallons and whatnot. We like to keep
it old school here :)

There are more modern systems available,
but this one just seems to keep working...

The cooks keep attaching us with their awesome food too, here’s our head
cook Mike with the Űber Burger :D That’s double meat, double cheese, bacon, an egg, and probably a layer or two of Avacado before it finally hits the
bun :)

Droooooooooooool……..

Every few days we see this sign again, and
all of our watches loose their mind again...

Speaking of old school stuff, we’ve been
traveling through tiiiiimmeeeeee :)

Good thing we got that network time server installed, otherwise our poor computers wouldn’t
know what was going on!

Hooray!!! We might be a week
and change from port, but we’re
already back in sync :)

And *some* little gremlin put out some valentines treats for the team
last night :)
Whoever it was must
have been *dying* trying not to eat all this
goodness that they’ve
I think that the calories in this picture are equivalent to about eight
marathons… While carrying someone… Who has eaten all of this...

had hidden in their room
this whole time :)
Mmmmmmmmm,
yummies :)

Man, even little chocolatey cups, what a
thoughtful guy! (I mean, or girl….) :p

Whoever it is really must have
a thing for those chocolate
covered cherries too :)

This photo is going to be added to a series on
‘the decline of America’ A *recipe* for chocolate covered marshmallows, really? Really?

And in Other news, one of the crewmen had a *ton* of movies on one of
his external hard drives!! So I’m going to treat myself to a little holiday romance too, as soon as I decide between the Transporter and Hellboy II
Happy Valentines Day Everyone!!

Hooray for clip art!! (ack!
Someone already sniped a
chocolate cherry or two!!!
What a dastardly fella! (or
the girl equivalent of fella…
whatever that is :p )

Don’t eat *too* many chocolates!!! :D
Dave
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